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Nuclear Generating Station, Units 2 and 3; Post-Shutdl- Deo jssining Activities
Report

There are so many unaddressed costs in the SONG decommissioning that unless I dedicated

myself to the issue and quit my full time job, I would not be able to address them sufficiently.

Therefore, I defer to and support the details and statements submitted by Donna Gilmore of

SanOnofreSafety.org. I would also like to mention my affiliation with San Clemente Green (have

been a supporter of that group for many years, even before the SONGS issues of recent years)

and I am currently a board member of A4NR (Alliance for Nuclear Responsibility) the past few

years, supporting Rochelle Becker and her team.

In general, I find a lack of financial responsibility and sound business assumptions in the

estimates provided by SCE, including, but not limited to:

* Lack of planning to replace the dry cask storage

* Limited technology for testing the dry casks

* Wishful thinking that there will be a permanent storage place in the US for spent fuel

before the life expectancy of the SONG casks is exceeded relating to the following:

o Impacting replacement cost for casks

o Impacting new agreements necessary with the Department of Defense

o Ignoring the likely changes in coastal, environmental laws of California and US

o Not considering natural changes, such as sea level rise due to global warming

o And, more, probably including some issues we don't even know we should

consider

* Lack of estimated cost increases over the time required to maintain and monitor the dry

storage, regardless of the time expected

• Alternative plans that may be necessary in dealing with DOE, California Coastal

Commission, California State Lands Commission and others as well.

My over 35 years in Information Technology (IT) as a business analyst and project manager primarily in

software development and corporate IT planning does not qualify me as a nuclear decommissioning
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expert, but it does mean I have no confidence in the completeness of the SCE cost planning. Where is

the risk analysis? What are the contingency plans? What is the critical path for their schedule to be

complete on their time estimate? What's the assumption of rate of cost increases? Even the IT budget-

has that been included? Does it include security, disaster recovery?
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